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We numerically study the dynamics of entanglement entropy, induced by an oscillating time
periodic driving of the transverse field, h(t), of a one-dimensional quantum Ising ring. We consider
several realizations of h(t), and we find a number of results in analogy with entanglement entropy
dynamics induced by a sudden quantum quench. After a short-time relaxation, the dynamics of
entanglement entropy synchronises with h(t), displaying an oscillatory behaviour at the frequency of
the driving. Synchronisation in the dynamics of entanglement entropy is spoiled by the appearance
of quasi-revivals which fade out in the thermodynamic limit, and which we interpret using a quasi-
particle picture adapted to periodic drivings. We show that the time-averaged entanglement entropy
in the synchronised regime obeys a volume law scaling with the subsystem’s size. Such result is
reminiscent of a thermal state or a Generalised Gibbs ensemble, although the system does not heat
up towards infinite temperature as a consequence of the integrability of the model.
PACS numbers: 75.10.Jm, 03.67.Bg
The past decade has witnessed a remarkable revival
of interest for the non-equilibrium dynamics of quan-
tum many body systems, mostly triggered by the ad-
vances in the experimental control of the tunable cou-
pling, as well as of the environment isolation, of ultracold
atomic lattices1. The possibility to observe the coherent
time-resolved quantum dynamics of many body systems
has stimulated considerable theoretical interest for the
different dynamical regimes of many-particle quantum
systems, pioneered by studies on quantum quenches2.
Albeit thermalization is eventually expected in ergodic
systems3, intermediate time dynamics can display novel
features determined by the nature of the driven out
of equilibrium dynamics. A paradigmatic example of
this scenario is given by periodically driven many body
systems4, which can be traditionally employed to engi-
neer hopping in optical lattices5, design artificial gauge
fields in cold atoms6, or more recently to stabilize novel
topological states of matter7. Such plethora of promis-
ing applications has stimulated a substantial theoretical
debate on the properties of many-body dynamics under
periodic driving8. In the absence of a cooling mechanism,
ergodic non-integrable systems are expected to heat up
towards an infinite temperature state9, as a consequence
of resonant energy absorption from the driving. However,
even for a isolated periodically driven systems, heating
can occur on an extremely long time scale, and a richer
scenario is expected at the intermediate stages of the dy-
namics, like, for instance, the emergence of novel pre-
thermalized Floquet metastable states10.
At the same time, while entanglement entropy11 is of
key importance in condensed matter to characterise topo-
logical phases or to probe non-equilibrium dynamics12,
few works have addressed so far the evolution and the
scaling of entanglement entropy in periodically driven
quantum many body systems13. In contrast, for a quan-
tum quench protocol, the linear growth in time of en-
tanglement entropy and its linear scaling with the sys-
tem size in the asymptotic steady state, are established
results14.
In this work we investigate an archetypical one dimen-
sional soluble model, the quantum Ising ring, where it
has been shown that the dynamics of local observables
synchronises with the driving frequency, reaching a non-
trivial stationary state and where heating towards infinite
temperature is prevented by the underlying integrability
of the model15, a circumstance shared by a larger class of
exactly soluble models and by periodically driven inter-
acting systems in the many body localized phase16. In
the following we show that the dynamics and the scal-
ing of entanglement entropy induced by a periodic drive
and by a sudden quench share several properties – as al-
ready anticipated in other instances of periodically driven
systems16. More specifically, we focus on the one dimen-
sional quantum Ising ring (QIC) Hamiltonian, with a si-
nusoidal time dependent driving of the transverse mag-
netic field, h(t) = h0 + ∆h sinωt
Hˆ(t) = −J
2
N∑
j=1
[
σˆxj σˆ
x
j+1 + h(t)σˆ
z
j
]
, (1)
where σˆα (α = x, y, z) are the Pauli matrices and
where periodic boundary conditions have been assumed
(~ˆσN+1 = ~ˆσ1). For J > 0 the model is ferromagnetic,
and it exhibits, in the thermodynamical limit N → ∞,
an Ising-type second order quantum phase transition at
h0 = 1
17, which separates a ferromagnetic (FM) h0 < 1
from a paramagnetic phase (PM) h0 > 1. In the follow-
ing we set J = 1, which we adopt as our time and energy
unit and, without loss of generality, we assume h0 ≥ 0.
The Hamiltonian given in Eq. 1 can be recast
in a quadratic form via a Jordan-Wigner transfor-
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2mation introducing spinless fermionic operators cˆj =
e−ipi
∑j−1
i=1 σˆ
+
i σˆ
−
i σˆ−j , where σˆ
±
j =
σˆxi ±iσˆyi
2 . After text-
book algebra and Fourier transforming the spin-less
fermions ci, one recovers the following expression for
the hamiltonian Hˆ(t) =
∑
k>0 hˆk(t), where hˆk(t) =
(h(t)− cos k)
(
cˆ†k cˆk − cˆ−k cˆ†−k
)
+ sin k
(
cˆ†k cˆ
†
−k − cˆk cˆ−k
)
.
Each hˆk(t) acts on a two-dimensional subspace spanned
by the basis {cˆ†k cˆ†−k |0〉 , |0〉}, where |0〉 is the vacuum
of the Jordan-Wigner fermions cˆk, and therefore can be
written in this subspace in terms of Pauli matrices as
hˆk(t) = (h(t)− cos k) σˆz + (sin k)σˆx. We consider the
system initialised in the ground state of Hˆ(t = 0), which
assume a BCS-like form
|Ψ(0)〉 =
∏
k>0
(
vk(0) + uk(0)cˆ
†
k cˆ
†
−k
)
|0〉 (2)
with (uk(0), vk(0)) =
(− sin ( θk2 ) , cos ( θk2 )), θk =
tan−1 sin kh(0)−cos k , and k =
pi
N ,
3pi
N , . . . ,
(N−1)pi
N , given by the
positive parity sector subspace.
Notice that the Hamiltonian in Eq. 1 can be decom-
posed in the direct sum of positive, H+, and negative,
H−, parity-conserving Hamiltonians Hˆ = Hˆ+ + Hˆ−.
For every finite even N , the ground state belongs to
the positive parity subspace (and assumes the BCS-like
form)18; in our analysis, we assumed the system pre-
pared in this state, before applying the periodic drive. As
the dynamics induced by Hˆ(t) mixes neither subspaces
with opposite parity nor with different momenta, we
can restrict to the positive parity sector where the time
evolved state can be written as |Ψ(t)〉 = ∏k>0 |ψk(t)〉 =∏
k>0
(
vk(t) + uk(t)cˆ
†
k cˆ
†
−k
)
|0〉. Finally, the state coef-
ficients {vk(t), uk(t)} are given by the solution of the
Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG) equations15,(
u˙k(t)
v˙k(t)
)
= −i
(
(h(t)− cos k) sin k
sin k −(h(t)− cos k)
)(
uk(t)
vk(t)
)
,
(3)
for each Fourier mode k with the initial condition
{vk(0), uk(0)} = {0, 1}.
Eqs. 1-3 are valid for arbitrary h(t), provided parity
and translational invariance are conserved. If h(t) is a
periodic function we can make use of the Floquet formal-
ism4 to determine the evolved state |Ψ(t)〉. Throughout
the paper we assume a sinusoidal driving of the magnetic
field in Eq. 1, h(t) = h+ ∆h sinωt. In particular, setting
t = nT + δt, we have
|Ψ(t)〉 = Uˆ (t, 0) |Ψ(0)〉 =
∏
k>0
Uˆk(t, 0)) |ψk(0)〉 (4)
=
∏
k>0
Uˆk (δt, 0) Uˆ
n
k (T, 0) |ψk(0)〉 , (5)
where T = 2piω is the period of the driving and 0 < δt <
T . Floquet theory allows to write the time propagator
Uˆ (t, 0), over one period, through the following spectral
representation in the Floquet basis
Uˆk(T, 0) =
∑
i=1,2
e−iµki t |φki(0)〉〈φki(0)| , (6)
where {µki , |φki(0)〉} are the (two) eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors of Uˆk(T, 0) = T
[
exp
(
−i ∫ T
0
dt hˆk(t)
)]
(T [...] is
the time-ordered product). The Floquet formalism is
therefore particularly useful to determine the strobo-
scopic dynamics at times nT . In particular, from Eq. 4,
we find
|Ψ(nT )〉 =
∏
k>0
∑
i=1,2
e−iµkinT |φki(0)〉〈φki(0)|ψk(0)〉.
(7)
Applying such a procedure to the initial state, Eq. (2),
we obtain the following expression for the state at times
nT (see also Refs.15),
|Ψ(nT )〉 =
∏
k>0
(
vk(nT ) + uk(nT )cˆ
†
k cˆ
†
−k
)
|0〉 , (8)
where the invariance of the BCS-like form of the evolved
state follows from the fact that the Floquet propagator
Uˆ (T, 0) mixes only states with the same parity.
The Floquet formalism has been employed to show15
that in the quantum Ising ring (and in all the inte-
grable models equivalent to quadratic fermionic/bosonic
Hamiltonians16), observables synchronize with the driv-
ing and do not heat up towards a featureless infinite tem-
perature state, being absorption of energy constrained
by the integrability of the model. This aspect is man-
ifest in the long-time limit of observables, captured by
a periodic Generalized Gibbs Ensemble. Such ensem-
ble follows from a generalisation to periodically driven
systems of the Generalized Gibbs Ensemble, which is be-
lieved to describe the asymptotic steady states of quan-
tum quenched integrable models (for a report on the
state of the art see Refs. 19 and 20). Indeed, in
quadratic integrable periodically driven systems16, an ex-
tensive number of time-dependent (periodic) conserved
quantities Iα(t) (with α = 1, ..., N) can be constructed
and, according to maximisation of entropy, the statisti-
cal ensemble ρPGGE ∼ exp (−
∑
α λαIα(t)) properly de-
scribes the long time behaviour of observables, provided
the Langrange multipliers λα are fixed by the expecta-
tion values of the conserved charges on the initial state,
〈ψ(0)|Iα(0)|ψ(0)〉 = Tr[ρPGGEIα(0)].
The main goal of our work is to study the interplay be-
tween entanglement entropy and the long-time synchro-
nised dynamics of a periodically driven quantum Ising
ring.
We recall that the entanglement entropy, Sl ≡
Tr[ρl log2 ρl], of a subsystem of size l, quantifies the en-
tanglement between the reduced density matrix ρl and
its complementary part ρN−l for pure states of the total
system. Entanglement entropy has been extensively in-
vestigated both at equilibrium and in out-of-equilibrium
3  
  FIG. 1. (color online) (upper panel) Time evolution (in units
of numbers of cycles) of the entanglement entropy for driv-
ing inside the FM phase h(t) = 1
2
sin(pit), for a quantum
Ising ring of length N = 8192 spins. The curves correspond
to subsystem’s size l = 20, 80, 140, . . . , 800 (bottom-up) and
the markers correspond to the stroboscopic dynamics of the
block entanglement entropy Sl(n).(lower panel) The same as
in the upper panel for a driving around the critical point
h(t) = 1 + 1
2
sin(pit). Notice the different time scales at
which the common dynamical features (linear increase, quasi-
revivals) occur. These differences in time scales are related
to the different maximum speed of the spreading of Floquet-
quasi particles.
settings11,21. It satisfies the area law when the quantum
Ising ring is in the non-critical ground state22, while at fi-
nite temperature or after a quantum quench it scales with
the volume of the subsystem, Sl ∼ l (see for instance 14).
The non-trivial nature of the synchronised dynamics,
lead us to wonder whether - after a large number n of
driving cycles, the scaling of Sl obeys a volume law (as
the analogy with quantum quenches would suggest), or
some novel scaling of entanglement entropy, Sl ∼ ls,
(with s 6= 1) can be observed.
In order to compute the entanglement entropy in the
periodically driven regime, we consider a bipartition
made of two blocks of contiguous spins, respectively of
length {l, N − l}, and we extract the correlation matrix
Π =
(
α β†
β 1− α
)
where the matrix elements αmn(t) =
〈Ψ(t)| cˆmcˆ†n |Ψ(t)〉 and βmn(t) = 〈Ψ(t)| cˆmcˆn |Ψ(t)〉 are
the l-dimensional correlation matrices of Jordan-Wigner
fermions, m,n = 1, ..., l, and 1 is the unit matrix in the l
dimensional matrix space (for technical details, see14,23).
In terms of Π the entanglement entropy of the sub-block
of size l, can be written as Sl(t) = −Tr (Π(t) log2 Π(t)).
The numerical evaluation of Floquet dynamics has
been performed with the software QuTiP 3.1.0: The
Quantum Toolbox in Python24, while the entanglement
entropy has been evaluated by numerical diagonalization
of the Π(t) matrix.
Having set the mathematical framework we now de-
scribe our results for the dynamics and scaling of en-
tanglement entropy, Sl(t), after n cycles of the driving.
As we have followed the dynamics stroboscopically using
Floquet formalism, the time dependence of entanglement
entropy is measured in units of the driving period, T and
we use the notation Sl(n) to refer to the entanglement
entropy after n driving cycles.
After a short-time linear increase, the entanglement
entropy, in analogy with observables in periodically
driven integrable systems15,16, approaches a stationary
value synchronised with the driving frequency ω25. Fur-
thermore, as a finite-size effect, we notice the emergence
of quasi-revivals which break the synchronized plateaux.
Similar revivals and short-time linear increase charac-
terise also the entanglement entropy dynamics induced
by a sudden quantum quench of a QIC (see, for in-
stance, Refs.14,21). Such dynamical features (short-time
increase, quasi-revivals, and synchronisation), are robust
to changes of the frequency or amplitude of the driving
and they persist both when h(t) is confined within the
paramagnetic or ferromagnetic phase as well as when it
crosses repeatedly these two phases. As an instance of
this universal phenomenology, we reported the associated
stroboscopic time evolution of the entanglement entropy
for a driving inside the ferromagnetic phase and around
the critical point h = 1 in Fig. 1.
Interestingly, once the analogy between the Floquet
modes and the quasi-particle of the final Hamiltonian in
a sudden-quench scenario is set, we can adopt the pic-
ture of Floquet quasi-particles (FQPs) originating at each
site, and a number of useful results can be found by sim-
ple cinematic considerations. The maximum propagation
velocity of Floquet quasi-particles can be derived as fol-
lows. In contrast with the sudden-quench scenario21,23,
where the dispersion relation is given by the final Hamil-
tonian energy spectrum, for periodically driven systems
the ”dispersion relation” is given by the Floquet spec-
trum, which, as can be seen from Eq. (7), rules the time
evolution, yielding vmax = max
q∈[0,pi]
∣∣∣dµ(q)dq ∣∣∣. It follows that
the duration tL of the linear short-time increase is de-
termined by the Floquet quasi-particles leaving out the
subsystem l, and hence is given by tL = l/vmax. Clearly,
the larger the subsystem size l the longer the intermedi-
ate regime between the linear and the stationary regime,
as slower quasi particles require more time to leave the
region l. The recurrence time tR = (N − l)/(2vmax) is
an accurate estimate of the time at which we observe the
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FIG. 2. (color online) Exponent s ≡ log[S¯2l/S¯l]/ log 2 vs sub-
system size l (N = 8192), obtained averaging over the stro-
boscopic entanglement entropy Sl(nT ) with 1  n < tRT .
Different lines correspond to different realisations of the driv-
ing h(t) (lines are for guiding the eyes).
onset of the quasi-revivals, which are observed once the
FQPs, originating at the opposite side with respect to
the subsystem of size l (hence at distance (N − l)/2),
reach the subsystem. Now we can relate the different
time scales appearing in Fig. 1 to the spread of these
quasi-particles for different drivings: Corresponding to
the frequency ω = pi, we see that the drive around h = 0
and h = 1 have, respectively, the lowest and fastest vmax
(at fixed ∆h = 0.5), and this accounts for the longer
(shorter) duration of the linear increase and one order
of magnitude difference in the occurrence of the quasi-
revivals effects (cfr. with Fig. 1). Furthermore, we no-
tice that vmax is limited from above, vmax < 1, signature
of a bound of the quasiparticles propagation speed.
Let us now discuss the scaling of the entanglement en-
tropy with the sub-system size, l, at long times i.e. in
the plateau region (see Fig. 1).
In order to extract the scaling of the entanglement en-
tropy, with the sub-system size l, we considered its stro-
boscopic time average S¯, over the plateau associated to
each single l, and we found numerical evidence of the
convergence of Sl towards a volume law as the block size
l is increased. We quantified this asymptotic approach
extracting the scaling form, Sl ∼ ls, controlled by the
exponent s ≡ log[S¯2l/S¯l]/ log 2, where s = 0 (s = 1) cor-
respond to a area (volume) law scaling. We numerically
evaluated the approach towards a volume law for several
realisations of the driving, h(t). As clearly shown in Fig.
2, s(l)→ 1 more rapidly for faster drivings. In the ther-
modynamic limit l, N → ∞ and l  N , the numerical
plots suggest a full establishment of the volume law26.
We investigated this conjecture numerically for the driv-
ings exhibiting the slower approaches to s(l) → 1, by
increasing the system’s size up to N = 4 x 104 and sub-
system’s size up to l = 2 x 104, confirming a monotoni-
cally increase up to s(l) ' 0.95.
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FIG. 3. (color online) Asymptotic time-averaged entangle-
ment entropy vs subsystem size l for different driving proto-
cols.
The Floquet quasi particle picture allows us to analyse
the dynamics of sl(t) and provides a clear insight into the
number of cycles n at which the area law is violated. We
identify three (l-dependent) time intervals. In the first,
t ∈ [0, lvmax ], sl(t) = 0 because both Sl(t) and S2l(t) in-
crease linearly in time by the same amount; at t ' lvmax ,
Sl(t) has reached its stationary value, while S2l(t) con-
tinues its linear increase until t ' 2lvmax , resulting in a
logarithmic increase of sl(t), which stops at t ' tR, when
also S2l(t) stabilises and sl(t) attains the value reported
in Fig. 2. As a consequence, the breakdown of the area
law (or of the logarithmic scaling, if we start at critical-
ity27) occurs the faster the larger the values of vmax. For
the settings we are here considering, at ω = pi10 viola-
tion occurs faster by increasing the initial magnetic field
h(0), whereas, for the higher frequency considered in our
analysis, ω = pi, it is faster at criticality.
Finally, considering the asymptotic value of entangle-
ment entropy vs l, reported in Fig. 3 for a spin ring of
N = 8192 spins, we notice that it remains well below the
infinite temperature value, where Sl = l, showing indi-
rectly that the system does not heat up indefinitely. In
addition, let us also point out that neither the amount of
asymptotic entanglement entropy and the scaling expo-
nents s (see Fig. 2) appear to be correlated, as different
drivings h(t) may yield the same value of S¯l, despite the
fact that the corresponding s are different (or viceversa);
nor higher values of s correspond to higher values of S¯l.
This means that the proportionality constant in S¯l ∼ ls
should be protocol-dependent.
In conclusion, we have shown that the asymptotic en-
tanglement entropy scales in accordance with a volume
law for a broad range of frequency, amplitude, and aver-
age value of the periodically driven transverse fieldh(t).
This result strengthens the analogy between periodically
driven and suddenly quenched quantum many-particle
systems, and it calls for similar studies in other classes of
periodically driven systems which are not expected to un-
5dergo to heating leading to an infinite temperature state.
For instance, it would be interesting to check whether
similar results hold for integrable models not equivalent
to quadratic fermions/bosons, or for interacting systems
in the presence of spatial disorder13,16, which can host
novel phases with the potential for exotic scaling of en-
tanglement entropy28.
While this manuscript was in preparation, we became
aware of similar results obtained by A. Russomanno,
G. E. Santoro, and R. Fazio29.
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